Anti-Muhammad Film “Innocence of
Muslims” has a terrorist financier
connection that includes major
failures at the FBI
By Walid Shoebat
The Smoking Gun has produced court documents telling us that Nakoula Basseley
Nakoula, producer of the movie Innocence of Muslims, partnered with Eiad Salameh
and that Nakoula was finally caught in 2009 for his role in a check-kiting ring that
stole over $870,000 from six financial institutions by using stolen Social Security
numbers and identities.
In this, we will show how this story is mired in FBI failure and the Eiad
connection is crucial in unraveling more facts to this story, since many of his
dealings with Nakoula can tell us more about his true motives.
After all, Eiad Salameh is my first cousin, a Palestinian Muslim from Beit
Sahour in the Palestinian Bethlehem District.
To prove the credibility of my claim, the Nakoula-Salameh connection was
circulated for the first time on September 14th, 2012. The date is important because I
revealed Eiad way before—in 2008.
This revelation is crucial since it proves I was telling the truth all these years
about Eiad and my terror connections.
The FBI in Oakland, California and the National Center For Intelligence And
Counter-Terrorism contacted me as far back as 2006 regarding Eiad. I can provide
privately to reliable media on the conditions that the names of the agents remain
anonymous (as per their request), but have disclosed Eiad in all of my seminars to
hundreds of agents, police force and even during a lecture at the FBI headquarters
itself providing them with a litany of information on Eiad’s links to terrorism and
financial fraud.
I do not believe however that FBI failure was from the low-level agents, but
orders from above.
Although The Smoking Gun stated, “Though many key documents from the
U.S. District Court case remain sealed”, we will unseal some of the possible contents
about Eiad to the public.
I was heavily involved with the FBI in the case of Eiad Salameh, counterterrorism agencies and police. After studying our report, it will show a possibility
that Eiad Salameh had much more extensive ties with Nakoula, who financed The
Innocence of Muslims film.
What the media doesn’t know is that there are possible dirty ties to Eiad
Salameh—more than just the check schemes in 2009—from as far back as 2000.
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The FBI was also involved with Eiad’s dealings for THREE DECADES in the
United States and did absolutely NOTHING to arrest him. This should raise many
questions as to why.
The mystery continues and the following questions are raised: Was Nakoula
a Copt? Was he a Jew? Was he perhaps a Muslim disguised as a Copt? Was he a
devout Christian? Was he an activist like Pamela Geller? Was he just a fraudster?
Did he have ulterior motives?
But what no one is asking is: Why was Nakoula partnering with a Palestinian?
People want answers.
We will give them many of those answers.
But will they believe us?
It’s difficult since prejudice will stand in the way of many.
I realize that many will have a prejudiced view of my findings since I myself
have been a critic of Islam and have thought at first that Nakoula was an innocent
Copt who was taking the blame for the sleazy film.
I confess. I have some prejudice; we all do. I defend the Copts.
But not all prejudiced individuals are equal.
I will do my best to be neutral.
I will provide evidence that should create doubt about many assumptions
that circulate the news and will provide evidence for many assumptions that were
never even considered by the news.
We will use proven facts, court documents, police and FBI correspondence
that has remained secret for years.
So Let’s Start.
I was first tipped off about the connection between Eiad Salameh and Nakoula
Basseley Nakoula right after my interview with Dennis Miller on the 17th of
September. I expressed concern on-air about how some poor soul who produced a
movie about the prophet of Islam (Muhammad) got blamed for all the
demonstrations that went on in the Muslim world.
Miller interrupted: “For the record Walid, this man was not a poor soul but a
real creep.”
As it turned out, Miller was right about Nakoula.
As I was traveling from South Bend the same day to catch a flight at Chicago
Midway, I read an email that had been forwarded to me by Keith Davies, my
manager. It had been sitting in my inbox for a couple days.
The email came from Eric Lach, a liberal reporter from Talking Points Memo,
who was asking if Eiad Salameh was my cousin.
The reason Lach was asking—as it appeared from the email—was that
Nakoula Basseley Nakoula and Eiad Salameh had some dubious dealings in a scam
that defrauded several banks and credit cards to the tune of $870,000.
So I began my research by cross-referencing everything I knew about Eiad.
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I started with the court documents. Nakoula was hoping to get a lighter
sentence and decided to spill the beans by exposing his partner in the bank scheme
(my cousin Eiad Salameh) and became an informant for the FBI.
I have known Eiad Salameh from childhood up until even after my
conversion to Christianity in 1993 for at least a couple more years until his
shenanigans became public knowledge amongst the Arab community, so we began
to avoid him like the plague.
Eiad has become the contact man for many dubious Middle Easterners who
wanted to siphon whatever millions they can get out of the United States. They
excused their actions as some sort of financial Jihad. I must also state that there
were Palestinian Christians involved with Eiad as well.
There are several factors to consider when examining this case.
The first is that whoever held the I.D. of Nakoula Basseley/Bacile Nakoula is
not really that person and is possibly not even Copt and definitely not a Jew.
Keep in mind that this impersonator and fraudster also claimed to be a Jew.
So which one is it? Copt or Jew?
Why trust one statement over the other, or even both statements for that
matter? We are, after all, dealing with a fraudster.
Another factor to consider is that Eiad Salameh (full name Eiad Salameh
Daud Shoebat) is a Muslim from Beit Sahour, Bethlehem and is not an Egyptian
Copt; he hated Copts with a passion.
No one knows for certain that Nakoula is even who he claims to be but we are
100% certain that both my cousin Eiad and Nakoula had multiple fraudulent
identifications.
Eiad, like Nakoula, impersonated himself as an Israeli Jew, a thing Eiad did
for years. He even fraudulently holds an authentic Israeli passport, possibly under
the name of Eiad David, by falsely converting to Judaism years ago.
Eiad is a master schemer, probably one of the best schemers the Middle East
produced. He has contacts with terror networks and can obtain authentic,
legitimate identifications from passports to credit cards under many nationalities.
The caveat is that the holder of these authentic documents that Eiad
produces are not placed in the hands of the real person with that name.
Another fact to consider, which was never disclosed to date, is that Eiad
himself was arrested in Canada by presenting a stolen passport under the name of
Gabriel Ramzy, a possible Christian name as I learned from a member of the
Canadian Peel Police, working out of the Intelligence Bureau in Canada (hereafter
referred to as IBC).
The main problem in believing that Nakoula is who he claims to be is this. In
the Middle East, if a man by the name of Nakoula Basseley Nakoula indeed exists
while being blamed for creating a mess of international proportions, with much
death and mayhem, it would not be that difficult to find the entire family in Egypt,
including brothers, cousins, aunts, in-laws, wives, ex-wives, mistresses, pets and all.
In the Middle East, no one can hide.
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So far, no one has identified or located his family despite Egypt being the
nation that sparked the whole domino effect of riots throughout 30 different
countries.
Remember, Nakoula claims to be Egyptian.
What no one considered is that there is also a Palestinian Nakoula clan that
exists in the Bethlehem district, where Eiad was born and now resides.
Was it possible that Eiad used a valid name and valid I.D. from Bethlehem,
which belongs to a Christian, then provided this I.D. to an Egyptian?
This is one possibility.
In fact, this is exactly what Eiad did with the name Gabriel Ramzy. Eiad made
a name change while he slipped into Canada and obtained a Canadian citizenship.
He then performed a name change to Gabriel Ramzy (a Christian name), and
obtained a Canadian passport under the same name.
Indeed, he is a master fraudster and his specialty is identity theft.
Nakoula’s I.D. must have been valid. The police would have easily sniffed a
false I.D. when they arrested him, but the Feds likely never fully investigated to see
if he was indeed that person.
To date, no one in the entire world has stepped forward or can confirm for
certain that whoever holds an identity by the name of Nakoula Basseley Nakoula, is
even that man, and people from the Middle East do not vanish into thin air without
someone knowing them.
For example, CNN was able to find Clan Shoebat in Beit Sahour when they
conducted their poorly done expose' on my life story. Yet, they accurately filmed my
home, my town, and even interviewed my fourth cousin Daood Shoebat.
How can CNN find me, yet the whole world fails to find Nakoula?
No one can tell me that the Muslim world and the media—with all its
might—cannot locate the real Nakoula Bassele Nakoula, who can testify that his
I.D. either belongs to him or that someone stole it.
Eiad’s dealings with other notorious characters from the Bethlehem area
were normal for him; the Palestinian Nakoula clan also exists in that village. It is
still the little town of Bethlehem as it was in biblical times.
Does the Middle East need a few wise men to follow a star to locate Eiad? He
is no Messiah, but a well-known fraudster and he lives there—still.
If in doubt, [see ad], Eiad was claiming he lost his I.D. #992295147 and ran
that ad on 7/14/2011 in Beit Sahour.
Is it possible then that an Egyptian Muslim who holds the stolen I.D. of a
Christian from Bethlehem, from the Palestinian area has pulled a fast one?
I went to class with one named Nakoula Nimr Nakoula at the Anglican
Lutheran School in Beit Sahour in the Bethlehem District and the Nakoula clan is
all over the town.
If Nakoula is indeed from Egypt, the Muslim Egyptians should easily
produce his family. It is after all still the Middle East, a place where everyone knows
everyone and families are tightly knit, with everyone known through their clan
name.
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The court documents tell us that Nakoula partnered with Eiad and that
Nakoula was finally caught in 2009 for his role in a check-kiting ring that stole over
$870,000 from six financial institutions by using stolen Social Security numbers and
identities.
Eiad was never arrested and I will say more on that mystery later.
The money used to make the film is likely to have come from all that dirty
money Eiad and Nakoula were dealing with, and not from “one hundred Jewish
families” as this imposter named Nakoula claimed.
And why claim that Jews funded the film after all?
Why claim he is a Copt?
It becomes an obvious stunt to blame these two hated groups.
Why would a Copt want to cause persecution of Copts?
FBI INCOMPETENCE
In order to solve the issue with the Muslim world accusing the United States of
being involved in the film, it becomes crucial to say how the FBI behaved
throughout all these crimes committed by Eiad and Nakoula.
While I do not think there is any verifiable evidence that the U.S.
government was directly involved with the film, what is certain is that the Feds have
been complicit in giving Eiad free reign to conduct his shenanigans for three
decades.
Yes, you read that right, three decades.
Eiad was committing his crimes for three decades without a single arrest,
even though they knew where he resided for years.
There is plenty of evidence proving beyond a shadow of doubt that Eiad and
Nakoula were allowed to fall through the cracks, but for what reason is unknown.
We will start with Nakoula.
First of all, at his trial in 2009 for the bank fraud scheme, it was Nakoula’s
third and not first offense.
Prior to his 2009 crime he was caught managing a PCP production scheme in
1997 and even prior to that, he was caught in a gasoline-tampering scheme in 1991.
This is crucial.
Why?
The Feds kept giving him more breaks.
The Feds told Judge Snyder that Nakoula agreed to help them catch Eiad.
Really?
Three decades of crimes were committed by Eiad while he lived in the United
States, yet they failed to apprehend him?
Of course, Nakoula, having divided up $870,000 with Eiad, coupled with his
PCP business, likely contributed to his ability to make the now infamous film.
In August of 1991 at the same time Eiad was engaged in his shenanigans, he
was convicted on two counts of selling watered-down gasoline. And then came the
arrest for PCP manufacturing in 1997. A local judge found probable cause for the
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case to continue against Nakoula and a co-defendant, Khaled Yameen Abraham
(really spelled Ibrahim), on August 6th of that year.
Nakoula and Abraham were also briefly charged with conspiracy.
Three months later, Abraham was convicted on the PCP charge.
Nakoula, on the other hand, was not.
Nearly five years later, the case against him was dismissed, for reasons
unknown, of course.
“Sounds like he’s an informant,” observes a law-enforcement official familiar
with such matters, though not with the particulars of this case.
The Daily Beast reported that the bust came around the time the Feds were
launching Operation Mountain Express, which would become a huge investigation
into pseudoephedrine dealing, involving numerous people with Middle Eastern
backgrounds.
Nakoula was sentenced to just 21 months in prison for the bank fraud case
(one year short of what prosecutors wanted) and was released early and supposedly
wrote the script for the movie The Innocence of Muslims while in prison / halfway
house, funded it with dirty money, and produced it while his Parole Officer
apparently slumbered.
Despite Nakoula's previous offenses, the Justice Department lawyers and
federal agents defended Nakoula, gave several excuses to Judge Snyder and pushed
for leniency all because of him supposedly promising to help them catch Eiad: “...he
[Nakoula] has implicated Mr. Salamay [aka Salameh] there is no question that Mr.
Salamay at some point is gonna be indicted if he hasn’t already been… we all know
what’s gonna happen. Salamay is gonna get arrested some day and based on the
debriefing information turned over he is gonna enter a guilty plea, or if he doesn’t,
then Mr. Nakoula is going to be called in to testify…” See [sentencing transcript]
The court narrative is mired in FBI incompetence and silence.
Now to Eiad.
Eiad was involved in contraband, social security fraud, and even stealing
Infamil Milk in the early nineties that was intended for welfare recipients.
Eiad had stated in the late eighties that he planned with others what he
described as the destruction of America within ten years and by any means possible.
He would purchase truck loads of Infamil Milk from distribution centers in
Orange County intended to go to poor American families only to be delivered to the
shelves of Stater Brothers in California that were run by Middle Easterners.
I had tipped the hotlines that were soliciting any information in those days
and no arrests of Eiad Salameh were ever made.
The police issued warrants for his arrest years later and regardless of how
many were issued, nothing happened.
After multiple contacts with the Los Angeles Police, they finally told me that
the order was given by the FBI to keep hands off Eiad Salameh.
I met with the FBI center in Oakland and the NCIC (National Center for
Intelligence and Counter Terrorism) who stated that they are on top of the case. Yet
nothing ever happened.
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The NCIC stated that this issue had “top-priority status” for years, yet no
action was taken.
The FBI and the Feds have never disclosed any of this to judge Snyder
regarding the facts we provided them, yet they were enthusiastic to tell Judge
Snyder:
“Mr. Salamay at some point is gonna be indicted if he hasn’t already been…
we all know what’s gonna happen. Salamay is gonna get arrested some day
and based on the debriefing information turned over he is gonna enter a
guilty plea…”

This is all blowing smoke.
Eiad, as we reported, had connections to terrorist Hilarion Cappucci and
stated to my brother that he had plans to smuggle explosives into Israel while
working with the PLO in the early eighties, when he lived with my brother in
Garden Grove, California.
My brother talked him out of it.
He received continual mail from Tunisia that had the PLO logo on the
envelopes in the days when the PLO was considered a terrorist organization.
He entered the U.S. on a student visa and had fraudulently obtained fake
documents by claiming he was a Mexican farm worker and by that gained his
residency.
He later filed for his citizenship while falsely pledging allegiance to the
United States and lying while taking his oath.
It is after all, permissible in his view to cheat the United States (as he always
stated) and has little shame for his crimes and all the people he hurt in the process.
Eiad is no Mexican and the Immigration and Naturalization can confirm all
of this to be true.
He started by posing himself with different names of other Middle
Easterners to pass their exams to obtain engineering licenses as he worked for CalTrans to build our roads and bridges.
He then worked for an Iranian outfit in Orange Country to get extra pay to
pass building plans by manipulating the software to pass Title 24, allowing
buildings all over Orange County to pass fraudulently.
After years with credit card fraud, contraband, manufacturing false
passports, embezzlements, Eiad was finally arrested, not in the United States—
where he was allowed to operate right under the noses of the Feds while conducting
his mischievous dealings—but in Canada of all places.
Eiad was finally locked up in January 2011.
At least this is what we thought.
I learned of this from a contact out of the Intelligence Bureau in Canada
(IBC).
The Canadians wanted to keep Eiad in custody as long as it took and were
working with the Feds to extradite him to the United States.
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My IBC contact confirmed that Eiad had fraudulently obtained an authentic
Canadian passport under the name of Gabriel Ramzy. Eiad remained in custody for
seven months without any trial while the Canadian authorities tried to turn him
over to the FBI in the United States.
The Canadians simply wanted to hand him over to the Americans in order
for Eiad to receive maximum sentencing as they learned that his crimes in the U.S.
stunk to high heaven.
I learned that one of the partners in crime with Eiad was my uncle Salameh.
It was a shame.
Salameh was my favorite uncle and was the kindest of all but his greed for
money and his religious convictions took a hold of him. I had always believed that
Eiad was a sleaze-bucket, but had a difficult time believing that his father was the
same, until someone sent me a rap sheet on Eiad years ago and found the truth that
his father was also tangled up with schemers.
The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.
The Los Angeles Police had been working on the case for years and wanted so
much to send Eiad to prison.
Yet, even one of the police terrorism and drug specialists (who preferred to
keep his name anonymous) stated that they couldn’t do much since every time they
informed the FBI, they were ordered to stand down and not arrest Eiad.
Eiad must have been a big fish doing some very fishy projects for some very
fishy people.
A contact of mine in Canada told me that the Feds in the U.S. preferred not
to bring Eiad to the United States to face justice, but asked the Canadians to fly him
to freedom in Palestine.
I received my last email from my contact on July 15th, 2011, which stated: “He
is awaiting deportation to Palestine, unless the US hurry up and indict him...”
The strange thing is that Eiad had run an ad in Al-Quds newspaper in
Palestine for a lost I.D. on the 14th, yet he was still in custody on the 15th.
I got a call from the Los Angeles police saying that they got him at last, that
Eiad will be brought to face justice from Canada.
I told the Los Angeles police investigator, “in your wildest dreams.”
I knew that the FBI would tie their hands, making Eiad an untouchable.
No one responded to the Canadian’s last appeal and within a few days, Eiad
was put on a plane, courtesy of the Canadian taxpayers.
Where did he go?
Palestine.
Free at last.
Neither the Canadians nor the Americans wanted to prosecute him despite
thirty years of siphoning millions of dollars.
Nakoula also got deals and special treatment from the Feds and today these
two suddenly are nowhere to be found.
They simply vanished into oblivion; no ankle tracker or monitoring device
for Nakoula, even though he violated his parole.
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I know where Eiad is; he is in Beit Sahour.
Here is another falsity. Eiad was the ringleader of the check-kiting scheme
partnering with Nakoula who also was a notorious fraudster and not just a “runner”
as claimed by court records.
Nakoula was a carbon copy of Eiad Salameh. He used the same tricks and
same schemes that have been going on for a decade between the two.
Nakoula's claim that Eiad got the lion’s share of their scheming campaigns is
false. I saved the old information from the U.S. Trustees and Eiad made similar
excuses on November 9, 2001 while being examined at his § 341(a) meeting by a U.S.
Trustee attorney to explain what happened with $617,267 credit card fraud.
Eiad Salameh clarified the information on his schedules, claiming that he
never got the lion’s share but that “a former roommate, Walid Abulawi, stole over
$60,000 in appliances and furniture from Salameh’s apartment” and that “Salameh
lost over $100,000 gambling” and that “Salameh brought his pregnant wife and four
children from Israel so that the fifth child could be born [as an anchor baby] in the
United States.”
Are we to believe that Las Vegas and Abulawi got the lion’s share?
It’s the typical excuse.
The FBI was not telling the full truth to Judge Snyder about Eiad or Nakoula.
Indeed, they “have been tracking him for more than a decade—through state and
federal investigators”, but it was not “in order to bring him to justice.”
While the first part of the claim is somewhat true, the latter is false. The Feds
were complicit and allowed Eiad to escape justice several times over for three
decades.
Why?
It’s a mystery.
Then you have Eiad’s partner Nakoula. All he had to do is say “sorry” to Judge
Christina Snyder in June of 2010 and practically got off the hook serving little time,
especially when factoring in his record.
Despite it being his third, not first offense, according to the document
obtained by The Smoking Gun, the breaks continued. Nakoula stated to judge
Snyder: “I am sorry for what happened. Now I know it was wrong. I decide to
cooperate with the government to retrieve some of those mistakes.”
Yeah, Right!
Nakoula had no remorse and continued his shenanigans.
Despite all this, Assistant US Attorney Jennifer Leigh Williams agreed to this
leniency, Nakoula got a slap on the wrist, and was set free after essentially serving
only one year and three months.
Judge Snyder was also duped and I will make sure she gets a copy of my
report.
Eiad’s partnership with Nakoula was not only about the bank fraud case but
also a partnership in other matters spanning several years.
This is crucial.
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It ties the two in a long-term bond.
There are a few more clues.
Nakoula used Eiad’s last name (Erwin Salameh) while portraying himself as a
brother of Eiad Salameh.
Also, the naming convention used by Nakoula in 2009 looks remarkably like
Walid Abulawi’s (Eiad’s roommate), which he used in 2000.
Nakoula used a fictitious company (M & A Trading), which he simply
switched from Eiad’s (A & M Trading).
The Daily Beast reported that: “police were unable to find any trace of
Mansour or ABC Trading, though Nakoula was discovered to have receipts from a
Santa Monica firm called M & A for the purchase of some $150,000 of
pseudoephedrine pills. The authorities also could not find a business license for M
& A Trading, but a federal DEA agent was able to trace a lot number on a March 3,
1997 receipt to pills recovered at an illegal meth lab.”
Similarly, the U.S. Trustee reported on Eiad: “Credit cards were used for
living expenses, gifts, and calls to Israel. The U.S. Trustee subpoenaed American
Express records and learned that in a 30-day period, Salameh went to a different
Costco Wholesale Store (“Costco”) almost every day, spending a total of $62,347.89.
On June 4, 2000, he flew to London and made duty free purchases (including at the
Caviar House) and on June 5, 2000, he made purchases at Damascus, Gold Souk in
Saudi Arabia, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Subsequently, the U.S. Trustee
contacted an investigator at Costco and learned that there was a scam involving the
purchase of cigarettes that were eventually sold in the Middle East. Costco traced
the membership number for the purchases and determined: 1) the purchases
belonged to A & M Trading Company, a wholesaler; 2) the purchases were mainly
for cigarettes; and 3) no sales taxes were paid.”
This gives probable cause that a link between Eiad and Nakoula goes as far
back as 2000.
The smuggling operations went throughout the Middle East.
Eiad’s schemes match Nakoula's “charge your credit card then claim
bankruptcy” and all was around the same time during 2000-2001. The Daily Beast
reported: “In searching his household garbage, postal inspectors found a WAMU
gold credit card in the name of Nicola Bacily and a Bank of America platinum check
card in the name of Kritbag Difrat. WAMU happened to have been his biggest
creditor when he filed for bankruptcy in 2000.”
Eiad Salameh used this same trick in 2000 when “seeking to discharge $617,267 of
credit card debt in a bankruptcy court for Misc. Charges…”
Eiad used the same excuse and blamed someone else.
Nakoula used 14 different aliases — including “P.J. Tobacco”. Was this a name
or was he most likely involved in the same cigarette schemes as Eiad. The U.S.
Trustee report reveals regarding Eiad in 2000: “The U.S. Trustee also learned that
the alleged former roommate, Walid Abulawi, was the principal of another
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company, W & A Wholesale, a producer and wholesaler of food, tobacco, and
alcoholic beverages. Although the U.S. Trustee had a pending motion to dismiss,
that motion was continued and § 727 complaint was filed based on false oaths,
inability to explain the disposition of estate property, and failure to keep records.
[Eiad] Salameh defaulted and on July 9, 2002, Judge Alberts entered the default
judgment.” (U.S Trustee Report, August 16, 2002 Issue No. 10)
Nakoula was possibly in the Tobacco fraud business just as Eiad was in 2000.
A senior contact at the NCIC said that it is possible the Feds make no arrests in
hopes that terrorists like Eiad become informants or that the FBI chooses to track
them to catch bigger fish.
What sort of tips are worth thirty years of crime?
When Hammam Abu Khalil al-Balawi was an informant for the C.I.A
promising to tip them off about the whereabouts of Ayman Zawahiri, he led them
into a trap instead.
They were tipped off alright. Al-Balawi detonated himself and killed naive
CIA agents in the process.
My other cousin in Jordan (Jawad Younis), as disclosed to CNN, is currently
planning to topple the Jordanian government while he defended the henchmen of
Abu Zubayda—the #3 man in al-Qaeda at the time—in absentia. He's written at
least one letter (which I exposed publicly years ago) to (see #4) Hassan Nasrallah,
the leader of Hezbollah.
Jawad’s brother Kamal Younis (aka Yunis) who resides in the United States,
covered his tracks by working for the system, translating secret recordings of
terrorist Sami Al-Arian for the courts; I uncovered the original reference.
He also works for Olive Tree Foundation, which gives aid to families of
suicide bombers. His colleague, Dr. Diab states on his resume that he “worked on
Research and management in the defense industry in the areas of Communication,
Command and Control and Information Sciences. His work involved some top
secret projects.”
With such “friends” who needs enemies.
This deafening silence on pro-terror groups and scammers has cost the nation
billions. Besides the evidence we found from U.S. Trustees and court documents,
Eiad was involved in credit card fraud for another $700,000 in which he somehow
worked with my ex-wife Hanan Barakat on the scheme as far back as 1998.
This was disclosed to Gary Silber, of Contra Costa County Court. Silber was
my attorney at the time, dealing with my case against Barakat, which we won, while
Barakat was found to have broken the law.
I have all the court records.
Barakat also holds two separate identities and is linked to Eiad Salameh,
along with his brother, mother, father and a litany of Middle Easterners who siphon
everything from warehouses, credit cards, banks and even welfare / social security
benefits.
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Besides the millions of Muslims demonstrating, there is much more at stake
right here in our homeland. This kind of activity has been going on for decades with
no end in sight.
My thrust in this report is really for Americans to begin to focus on the
billions of dollars embezzled by terrorists from the United States and how the
liberal media and the FBI work tirelessly to remain complicit.
To be frank, I do not have any hopes you are even listening.
But this complicity is not only in our federal government.
NAKOULA’S MOTIVES
The liberal media cared more about blaming the entire Muhammad film fiasco on a
“Christian”.
I then obtained a radio interview that this supposed Nakoula gave in Arabic
during which he stated that he is not Christian but a secular liberal. He was asked,
“What is your position on the Jewish and the Christian faith?” Nakoula responded,
“I have no calling for these religions”.
During his interview, Nakoula was fixated on defending the Feds.
“Why do you defend the U.S. government continually?” The interviewer
asked. “The U.S. has no link to this movie whatsoever,” Nakoula responded.
It was all part of the deal he made to cooperate with the Feds.
Yet this even further hurts the Feds.
In the Middle East, they will simply think that Nakoula is a federal snitch
(which he is by egging them on), which only serves to bolster their suspicion.
Nakoula was questioned about the actors, who claimed he defrauded them
and converted the film from some story in a desert oasis; Nakoula denied this.
Yet, the movie obviously had words like “Islam”, “Allah” and “Muhammad”
dubbed in during post-production.
Any amateur can see that the actor’s mouth movement is not in sync with
these words.
In one such scene, a man is writing and reciting a formula on a dry erase
board. Though he writes the letters “BT”, he says, “Islamic terrorist” with the typical
Israeli accent. Also, in a statement issued to Pamela Geller by Joseph Nassralla, the
man who allowed Nakoula to use his studio in the production of the antiMuhammad film, he not only says he was misled too but that Nakoula, while using
one of his aliases, obtained a permit by using the name of Nassralla's organization
without permission.
Nakoula, who stated that he is an author of several books on Islam (written
in Arabic) refused to give his name to the interviewer. Yet, if court documents give
his legal name as Nakoula Bacile/Bassele Nakoula, I found no books under that
name. Nothing.
Nakoula was lying again and is no Coptic author.
His cellmate, who testified that Nakoula was always reviewing the Quran,
does not exclude the possibly that he is a Muslim who was reading his Quran and
meditating on it.
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If anyone can prove that Nakoula was Copt, please come forth so we can
adjust and correct our report.
In that Arabic interview, Nakoula pointed to another liberal atheist by the
name of Salman Rushdie as the man who sparked his activism.
Nakoula was quite possibly interested in generating sales by creating such
controversy.
My family, after all, believed CNN, which stated to the whole world that I was
“raking in the dough” from writing anti-Islam books.
Nakoula and company thought they could do the same since, of course, in
their minds I was a brilliant fraudster and scam-artist while they were simply
carrying out their Jihad duty.
A court document refers to a letter from a friend who referred to Nakoula as
“a God-fearing man whose first priority is his family.”
This contradicts what Nakoula said in Arabic; he is not interested in
Christianity or Judaism and is possibly an “Allah fearing man”.
He conned everyone and his act will most likely be used as an excuse to spark
much persecution against the professing Coptic Christians in Egypt. Does this
sound like a guy worth either trusting as an informant or tracking in hopes of
getting bigger fish?
Nakoula realized that Rushdie sold tons of books and had hoped to do the
same with his movie but his scheme didn’t work.
Now we know why this supposed Nakoula said Jews funded him. Where else
would people believe all the money came from?
Then Nakoula claimed that he produced it with his son, Abanob

Basseley, and the money for it (between $50,000 and $60,000) came from his
wife's family in Egypt.
This is difficult to believe and has not been proven. What has been proven is
that he embezzled a lot of money with Eiad.
Nakoula's Arabic interview took place on September 14th. Why would he do
an interview for the Middle East when tens of reporters were sitting in front of his
house, begging for an interview?
The answer is simple. He continually, from the beginning of the interview
until the end, exonerated the U.S. Government of having any connection to the
movie.
Was this payment for being allowed to embezzle millions of dollars?
He declared, “I am an Islamic researcher from the eighties.”
Yet, he stated that he was inspired by the incident of Salman Rushdi while
stating that he was a scholar of several books, then refused to name the books and
portrayed himself as a serious scholarly critic of Islam.
In fact, liberals have done much of the satire against Muhammad and not
professing Christians.
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For example, Terry Jones is probably the only professing Christian I heard of
who truly went below the belt when he burned the Qur'an. Yet, even he was scorned
by 99.99% of Christians and non-Christians alike for what he did.
Christians want to debate Islam and not make crude remarks that get us
nowhere. Yes, we Christians believe that Islam is wrong for rejecting the Trinity and
that insults them.
Muslims say that Christians and Jews corrupted the Bible, yet we are not
insulted.
If one man wanted to burn the Qur'an and 99.99% of Americans went
against him, why does the Muslim world not carry one leaflet that says:
“One man wanted to burn our Holy Quran, and the entire country went
against him.”
“What a great country America is!”
“Allah Bless America!”
Nakoula is no Christian.
The L.A Times reported:
“Two months after his release, Nakoula arranged the film shoot, telling the
cast and crew his name was Sam Bacile. He used that name in media interviews in
which he identified himself as an Israeli American director backed by 100 Jewish
donors. He subsequently acknowledged he was a Christian, but told the Associated
Press he was a logistics manager for Bacile. The Times found no evidence of a Bacile
with any involvement in the film.”
Nakoula is not Sam Bacile but worked as Bacile and Sam Bacile is Nakoula?
Whoever it was, the goal was clear. The intent was to spark outrage in the
Muslim world and to attack the Jews and Christians.
Why would any anti-Islam Christian or even Jewish activist want the
destruction of his own? It makes zero sense, unless of course this person intends to
do harm to his real enemies—Jews and Christians.
If Eiad is a terrorist, then Nakoula is another terrorist.
It's either that or Nakoula wanted to be a Salman Rushdie.
The results of this entire fiasco will not be the apprehension of terrorists but
the continual chipping away at the First-Amendment, since Americans by and large
are still practicing the art of self-blame while they ignore the real culprits who enter
our country with the intent of doing it much harm.
It is very likely that this “Nakoula” is not the true Nakoula.
I am betting that the Muslim leadership will not reprimand these two, but
thank them, if they haven’t done so already.
CNN’S ROLE
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Even CNN’s Anderson Cooper 360 in “Keeping Them Honest” had Drew Griffin
attend one of my seminars in South Dakota, at which I disclosed all of this; there
were hundreds of witnesses.
But of course CNN wanted nothing to do with keeping real Middle Eastern
fraudsters and terror supporters honest and chose to attack me instead.
Griffin even expressed how he was persecuted at the event. I recall that I had
called “Drew” “a stupid man”.
Indeed, he was.
Why?
I had emailed CNN [link here] in 2011. We asked them to call the FBI and
check regarding Eiad.
They never did. Instead, they honed in on me as prey worthy of consuming.
Knowing all this, it became obvious why CNN never interviewed my first
cousins in Beit Sahour—the real link to my terror past—they avoided interviewing
Eiad’s immediate family because they knew my story was true.
That, or is because my immediate family refused to interview with CNN
since I know much about their man—Eiad and his brother Nidal.
Both are Palestinian terrorists and it was disclosed to CNN.
This blindness still continues. Keith Davies responded to Eric Lach, the liberal
reporter from Talking Points Memo who asked if Eiad was my cousin, with a few
lines regarding the truth of the matter, telling him that the Feds let Eiad Salameh
escape.
Do you think he was interested in the facts?
No.
Lach the liberal, of course, never issued anything about the facts we provided
him, despite our repeated phone calls to help in the matter.
Why?
The whole story proves the claims I had made years ago, before this whole
fiasco erupted, in which I exposed Eiad as a terrorist financier, proving even further
that I am who I claim to be—an ex-terrorist.
The liberal media maintains that I was the fraud. Remember?
The story would prove that I was telling the truth about my terror
connections all along and would totally debunk the slander circulating out there.
I left Lach two messages at both his office and mobile numbers that were
never returned.
If he denies it, I can show you the phone bill.
CNN chose to slander my character by using other relatives who are mired in
terrorism and corruption to make its case against me. Daood Shoebat is closely
related to my other cousin Arin Shoebat—she masterminded Operation Rishon
Letzion.
CNN traipsed these out as reliable witnesses while one of them—Daood
Shoebat—had words attributed to him that he never even said. Nakoula did similar
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things with the movie Innocence of Muslims in which the Muslim interpreter from
Pakistan added several statements, which did not include things that weren’t even
said by Daood to CNN, which they attributed to him (about me). When Drew
Griffin said, “Walid does this for his own personal motives.” When asked to
comment by Anderson Cooper, who said, “What does he mean by personal
motives?” Griffin responded, “Anderson, it’s called money.”
I sold books at the seminar in South Dakota and our ministry reported over
½ of a million dollars in revenues the previous year.
To CNN, I must have pocketed all the money.
Yet, I am still awaiting the proof.
To date, no proof has been provided.
So much for keeping them honest.
It was in fact the Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) that
circulated an email from its Tampa Chapter that boasted about being responsible
for publishing the smear piece that aired on CNN. I obtained the email with CAIR’s
logo on it, in which the group took pride in its influence over CNN.
CNN was complicit. As I stated, anyone can find my posts from as far back as
2008 way before the film fiasco and even my emails to CNN’s Keeping Them Honest
Dishonest, regarding the notorious Eiad Salameh, whom I predicted would cause
much havoc.
I even reported the relevant line to Kathleen Johnston:
“…Another cousin Eiad Shoebat, has an arrest warrant by the FBI wanted to
major financial fraud suspected to be terror related. This involved contra
band, passport fraud and major financial embezzlements intended to aid
and abet terrorism. You can call the FBI to confirm…” (email to
Kathleen.Johnston@turner.com Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 12:29 AM)

To Cooper’s total silence, Eiad scammed this country for millions of dollars and
with other Middle Eastern terror networks combined, the number can easily reach
into the billions. Money that was used to make the film was funneled from
American victims and into the terror networks, which always make sure they get
their cut of all the deals.
This country is in serious trouble and has been infiltrated at all levels.
Kamal Younis, for example, uses liberal nutcases to send relief to terrorists
while he has access to sensitive, classified information. My other cousin, Imad
Younis, the coordinator for Islamic Relief of the West Bank, had arranged for the
group to meet the family of the first female suicide bomber (Ayyat Lufti Al Akhrass)
in her family’s home in Dheisheh refugee camp. (Eileene Fleming, We Are Wide
Awake, June 19th, 2005)
These are some of my family-connected terrorists (whom CNN gladly
interviewed) that approached me when I visited Bethlehem years ago. The men
were in my home bright and early, the day prior to my departure for the U.S., asking
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me to funnel monies for their cause. I had turned down the offer and got the hell
out of Dodge.
Salameh (Eiad’s father) was also involved with his wife Tamam (Eiad's
mother) and another one of my uncles, a prominent doctor named Daud Najeeb.
The Canadians sent me Salameh’s photo to confirm his identification, as he was also
involved in the schemes.
He slipped before Eiad got detained in Canada for fraud, contraband, and
working in the typical Middle Eastern network of siphoning western money while
his father orchestrated the cartel from Beit-Sahour, Bethlehem.
While back home, Salameh decided to throw out his older model wife
(Tamam) and purchase a newer, much younger model from Hebron, paid for
courtesy of American money and courtesy of the federal government's total silence.
Salameh was a man who taught biology, the youngest of my uncles who
forced his daughter Sana’ to marry a man his senior. Sana would be wife number two
for the bald old man who was, of course, well off financially.
The Salameh mafia has been siphoning social security money for decades,
with thousands of other families as well, while they live in Palestine and complain
about hardships under the Israeli occupation.
When Canada sent Eiad back to Bethlehem to simply find his father married
to a young girl from Hebron, Eiad was furious and persuaded his honorable father
to bring his mother back.
Of course, Salameh being a merciful and kind man, who is well respected in
his community, brought Tamam back.
An old man is entitled to keep the older, more experienced one for the
kitchen and another young girl for the busy love-nest.
During my entire youth, I recall Tamam having to leave the home since she
wasn’t satisfying to her husband. After a few days, we would all see Tamam retrieved
by her husband from her father, Mar’i al-Atrash.
Salameh would signal for his wife to come out then she could be seen
following Salameh as the town watched from the balconies, all knowing that the
bedroom was waiting. Salameh’s few weeks without sex finally caught up to him.
I stated that Eiad was a terrorist and that his brother Nidal was with me
when I bombed a Bank Leumi branch in Bethlehem in 1976.
Anderson Cooper denied this was true, claiming that CNN checked the
prison records. Yet, neither they (nor anyone else on earth, for that matter) has been
able to produce a single statement or official government record to that false “fact”.
Thomas Greiff, an attorney in Israel whom I retained, stated that no one had
accessed my records, according to a letter obtained from the Israeli police.
Bolstering Greiff's claim is that it is illegal in Israel for the media to access
prison records. CNN knew that the American people did not know this law exists in
Israel. This is why they refused to produce evidence showing that they contacted the
Israeli authorities and prison officials.
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In our last email to CNN, we pledged to provide evidence that would prove
beyond a shadow of a doubt that I was indeed a terrorist who attempted to blow up
Bank Leumi with Eiad’s brother, Nidal.
I even had promised to produce witnesses and statements. At this point,
CNN realized that if they complied and met with us, there would then be Evidence
of Knowledge of Falsity, a thing that is necessary by American courts to sue for
slander, especially since I am a public figure.
It’s the game the media plays—pretend to do some due diligence but stop
when knowledge can literally get them in trouble.
CNN has become pseudo-media.
Conversely, Eiad—as I reported to the Feds—was up to his neck in fraud and
terrorism.
Liberal media icons and even smalltime bloggers who are not worth a spit
use street style conjecture and continue writing nonsense.
For example, one blog, which labels itself cannonfire rambled:
The claim that Eiad Salameh is a PLO terrorist comes from his cousin Walid
-- whom some people (including Chris Hedges) have labeled a serial hoaxer.
Walid, like so many of the players in this drama, hails from what we may call
the Pam Geller ring. His accusations against Hilarion Cappucci -- an aged
Greek Orthodox cleric -- appear to be spurious.”

I guarantee that this type of nonsense will also be a response to all my hard
work and the accurate investigative reporting and firsthand accounts I presented
here.
Slanderers, sophists and conjecture artists type away without a single shred
of evidence that backs up anything they write.
Chris Hedges never produced a single line besides his rants against my
political and religious convictions that I was a “fraud”. If so, please produce; no one
can.
Using Pulitzer and Nobel Peace Prize winners, a few words are considered
“evidence” and holy writ. Many of the naïve follow them.
Eiad was connected with Hilarion Capucci, a Syrian-born terrorist who’s the
retired Catholic archbishop of Caesarea. For years, he’s collaborated with the PLO to
smuggle explosives from Jordan back in the early days. All this can easily be
obtained from reliable sources.
Israeli police arrested him in 1974 for smuggling weapons into the West Bank
and sentenced him to twelve years in prison. The Vatican got him released two years
later, of course.
These days, Hilarion the poor “aged Greek Orthodox cleric” is still working
hard against Israel and is prominent in the Gaza flotillas that have challenged Israeli
Defense Forces.
My cousin Eiad and his brother Nidal connected with Cappucci while Nidal
lived in Milano, Italy—where Nidal was attending medical school.
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Nidal ended up injured when the Israelis launched a missile at Hussein
Abayat, one of Israel’s ten most wanted, killing him instantly and injuring Nidal
who was portrayed as nothing more than an innocent ambulance driver on
November 10th, 2000 as the New York Times reported.
While living in Garden Grove, Eiad disclosed a plan he schemed with
Hilarion to come up with a way to smuggle explosives and sandwich massive
amounts of explosives in a bus between the outer metal sheeting and the inside
molding. He wanted to smuggle the bus through the Allenby Bridge to Israel. My
brother convinced him not to get involved.
Hilarion, “the old frail man” was notorious for these kinds of operations and
I remember quite well when I used graffiti in the middle of the night to call for his
release, in hopes that it would spark violence in the morning.
Eiad also obtained an Israeli passport, likely under the name of Eiad David,
by claiming he was a Jew and doctored up papers to immigrate back to Israel and
told us stories about how he went back and forth between the West Bank and Israel
proper with ease, as he switched his ID when necessary.
Nakoula, who was recruited by Eiad, also told reporters that he was an Israeli
Jew living in California named Sam Bacile but the film's consultant, Steve Klein, said
the man was using a pseudonym (fake name of an Israeli Jew) which is exactly what
Eiad did for years.
Even the authorities, who initially insisted there were no links in all the
scamming to terrorism, “suddenly switched and decided that a chunk of the money
was going to Hizbullah.” DEA Administrator Asa Hutchinson made an asinine
statement regarding that admission: “I’m satisfied that portions of the drug sales
have moved back to the Middle East and portions of that are going to support
terrorist organizations.”
Victory at last!
While this statement is absurd, this nation is becoming more corrupt by the
day, from the Feds to the media; it’s becoming like Mexico.
My uncle, my cousin, my aunt, my other Uncle Daood (deceased) and even
my ex-Muslim wife Hanan Barakat, were all involved in scamming operations in the
United States and they all had several social security numbers. Hanan, as I learned
from the Los Angeles police, carries two identification cards, one under Hanan
Barakat and the other under Hanan Yahya Ismail; one for shenanigans and the other
for daily use.
My uncle Salameh, wife and sons defrauded U.S. social security, held
different identities which were obtained by fraud and illegally funneled money
from the United States to support the terrorists (and their pockets, of course).
That is one family out of thousands who are doing the same thing. It’s quite
an industry that costs the United States billions with thousands of networks hard at
work from Hezbollah operatives to Hamas and others Jihadist entrepreneurs.
What a great country!
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The family business continues while the ones who tell the truth are being
slandered by so many from right, left, center, Muslim, media, … you name it.
So what’s the lesson?
Should we stop?
No.
Honesty does not serve us on earth, but is an investment only for the eternal.
So, let me be honest. I have not fully assimilated. I still have some traits of
my old self. I am a man who is still working on my assimilation.
I must also confess—I still say “stupid Americans”—on daily basis.
Even though, I myself am one.
Assimilation is considered a crime in the Muslim society.
So you might ask, why am I doing all this?
Money?
Fame?
No.
It’s simply my new religious conviction. A watchman sounds the alarm and if
blood is spilt, the blood is not on the watchman’s hand.
That’s it.
In other words, the prudent and the vigilant are not responsible for the
stupid.
Don’t say I didn’t warn you.
I have been warning you for years.
None of my relatives have ever assimilated.
Nakoula, who is part of this culture of corruption, warrants some critical
thinking on the part of we Americans.
We have a Meth-dealer-Egyptian-Coptic-anti-Muslim-activist-fundamentalistChristian who snuggled up together with Eiad, a Muslim-fundamentalistPalestinian-scam-artist-terrorist, for all these years, while swimming in all that
stolen dough, none of which was spent on the making of an anti-Muslim film?
Only an idiot believes that.
Or an avid watcher of Anderson Cooper’s Keeping Them Honest.
Does that mean Nakoula, Eiad or the FBI are guilty for the riots?
No.
Anyone who goes ballistic over a sleazy movie has only himself or herself to
blame.
I rest my case.
Walid Shoebat
Shoebat.com
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P.S, Eiad, nothing personal, you broke the law and don’t forget to tell your father to
knock it off. One wife is plenty.
DATA
Recent judgment (4/24-2008) against Eiad D. Daoud (main suspect) Case # 243845 with Chase
Manhattan for $14,588
Tamam Alshebat (suspect's mother) Case # 06NL00753 and 03CC06553 with Citibank
Case# 05NL17183 with Daoud Salameh. This would be a prominent doctor in Bethlehem (my cousin,
deceased). I didn't think he would stoop so low. Yet he was in San Francisco family reunion when I
visited them at a hotel so it's likely Dr. Daoud. The guest rooms were booked under Daud.
________________________________________________________________________
Birth date:08/29/1962
List of names he uses, that he could go by the last names:
Shebat
Alshebat
E David
E David Jr.
You can tell from below reports that the whole family uses several social security numbers and
different names.
SALAMEH MUSALAM DOB:01/01/1933 Age: 73
605-66-xxxx issued in California between 07/01/1993 and 10/01/1993
Who originally has a social security number under:
SALAMEH ALSHEBAT DOB:04/15/1936 Age: 69
613-38-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1990 and 12/31/1990
SALAMEH D ALSHEBAT
SALAMEH ALSHEBET
SALAMEH ALSHEBI
ALSHEBAT SALEMEH
SALAMEH A SHEBAT
SALAMEH ALSHEBAT
SALAMEH D ALSHEBAT (Daud is his middle name)
8884 WARNER AVE UNIT 151, FOUNTAIN VALLEY CA 92708-3200, ORANGE COUNTY (Apr 2004 Feb 2006)
Eiad’s Father
SALAMEH A SHEBAT DOB:1956 Age: 50
613-48-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1991 and 12/31/1991
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4730 LARWIN AVE, CYPRESS CA 90630-3513, ORANGE COUNTY (Oct 1990 - Dec 1991)
Yet the social security # is different. They were able to make fraudulent social security cards, and
applied for things under the same name, or a slight variant with a different social security. The
address above was the same as Eiad’s.
I found an additional one on Eiad with an even different SS# then the others and slightly changed his
name:
E DAVID
EIAD D AOUD DOB:08/1962 Age: 43
603-42-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1990 and 12/31/1991
E DAVID JR
613-38-xxxx
The brother is in on the trick as well:
IHAB N ALSHEBAT Yet with different SS#:
622-64-xxxx issued in California between 06/01/1993 and 09/01/1993
604-54-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1992 and 12/31/1992
A SHEBAT
IHAB A SHEBAT
IHAB AL SHEBAT
The mother is also in on the game, notice the different SS#
TAMAM MIRIE DOB:08/23/1943 Age: 62 Merie is her fathers name (pronounced Mar’y) Her full
name is Tamam Mar’y El-Atrash Shu’aybat.
608-66-xxxx issued in California between 08/02/1993 and 11/01/1993
JAMAM M ALSHEBAT Age:
613-38-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1990 and 12/31/1990
Jamam is really Tamam, the same person, she just tweaked the first name a little and obtained a
different social security. All associated with the same PO Box as Eiad’s and the Larwin street address
ALI ASSADI
The following (Ali Assadi) is the friend of Eiad. He was terrorist trained in Lebanon. His brother was
sent to Lebanon to get involved in terrorism and he attempted to defraud a life insurance company
and purchased life insurance knowing his brother will be KOA. The attempt failed since the
insurance company obtained a report that his brother was killed in terrorist action.
He also has different SS#:
ALI ALASSADI DOB:04/01/1959 Age: 46 and DOB:04/21/1959
415-61-xxxx issued in Tennessee between 01/01/1989 and 12/31/1990
ALI A ALASSADI DOB:01/01/1955 Age: 51
444-78-xxxx issued in Oklahoma between 01/01/1981 and 12/31/1983
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
2373 BOX PO, ANAHEIM CA 92814, ORANGE COUNTY (Sep 2002 - Feb 2006)
ALI A AL
ALI ALALI
HANAN L SHEHAB
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EIAD D DAOUD DOB:08/29/1962 Age: 43 is another one of Eiad’s names used for fraud.
603-42-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1990 and 12/31/1991
Name: EIAD SALAMEH
Age:
SSN: 604-58-xxxx issued in California
between 01/01/1992 and 12/31/1992
DAVID EIAD Age:
622-27-xxxx issued in California between 09/01/2001 and 01/01/2002
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
DAVID EIAD - 5024 KATELLA AVE # 310, LOS ALAMITOS CA 90720-2822, ORANGE COUNTY (Sep
2002 - Jan 2004)
EMAD SALAMEH Age:
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
EMAD SALAMEH - 4730 LARWIN AVE, CYPRESS CA 90630-3513, ORANGE COUNTY (Nov 1996)
SALAEH EIAD Age:
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
SALAEH EIAD - 5024 KATELLA AVE APT 310, LOS ALAMITOS CA 90720-2822, ORANGE COUNTY
(Dec 2004 - Feb 2006)
IHAD SALAMEH Age:
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
IHAD SALAMEH - 4730 LARWIN AVE, CYPRESS CA 90630-3513, ORANGE COUNTY (Apr 2001)
DAVID EIAD Age:
622-27-xxxx issued in California between 09/01/2001 and 01/01/2002
SALAMEH EIAD DOB:09/1962 Age: 43
568-87-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1986 and 12/31/1986
EIAD SALAMEH Age:
624-66-xxxx issued in California between 09/01/1993 and 01/03/1994
568-87-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1986 and 12/31/1986
Ihab is his younger brother and is using someone else’s SSI from Alaska. Ihab was not in the country
at that date (67-69).
IHAB S SALAMEH Age:
574-24-xxxx issued in Alaska between 01/01/1967 and 12/31/1969
Possible Relative: (his brother)
IHAB S SALAMEH Age:
620-30-xxxx issued in California between 01/01/1990 and 12/31/1990
MUSALAM SALAMEH Age:
624-68-xxxx issued in California between 01/03/1994 and 03/01/1994
Previous And Non-Verified Address(es):
MUSALAM SALAMEH - PO BOX 1265, STANTON CA 90680-1265, ORANGE COUNTY (Sep 2001 Mar 2002)
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